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Multiple Choice Questions Circle one answer for each question (5 points each, 40 total)

1) Which of the following types of radiation has the highest energy?

A) radio waves B) microwaves @X-ray
D) visible E) infrared F) ultraviolet

2) The sun’s surface temperature is 5780 K. Which star would appear red?

A) Rigei A -_ 12140 K ® Epsilon indi _ 4130 K C) vega _ 9900 K

D) YZ Ceti - 2670 K E) Capella - 5150 K

3) Arrange the following elements in order of increasing electronegativity: C, F, Na, 0

A) C,O,F,Na B) Na,(),C,F C) Na,C,F,O
 Na,C,o,P E) F,o,C,Na

4) A full quantum calculation of electronic structure indicates that the dipole moment of PH3 is zero. Which
statement(s) best explains this result?

A) PH3 is a trigonal planar structure and the bond dipoles cancel.
B) PH3 violates the octet rule and does not exist.
@ The electronegativities of P and H are very close in value; therefore, no bond dipoles exist.

D) A and C only
E) A,B,and C

5) According to the Bohr model of the atom, which state is the most weakly bound (highest in energy)?

A) n = 1 electron in He*

B) n = 2 electron in H

C) n = 2 electron in Hel'

D) n = 3 electron in Liz*

@n = 3 electron in H

6) The uncertainty in the velocity of an electron is 1 >< 105 m s'1. What is the minimum uncertainty in its
position?

A) 5.79 >< 10'5 m

B) 2.31 >< 10`9 m

@ 5.79 >< 104° m

D) 2.31 >< 104° m

E) 1.08 >< 104° m

A
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7) In the photoelectric effect, increasing the intensity of the light will:

A) ensure that electrons will be emitted from all metals.
 cause more electrons to be emitted from the metal if the frequency is sufficiently high.
C) cause the electrons to be emitted with higher kinetic energy if the frequency is sufficiently high
D) have no effect on the experiment.
E) both b and c

8) Which plot corresponds to 1112 of 1-D particle in a box for n = 3?

A> B> C> /\/\/`
D) ®

 so /\ uuuuuuul  
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1) The sun’s surface temperature is 5780 K. Which star would appear red?

@ Epsilon lndi - 4130 K B) Vega - 9900 K C) Capella - 5150 K

D) YZ Ceti - 2670 K E) Rigel A - 12140 K

2) Arrange the following elements in order of increasing electronegativity: C, F , Na, O

@Na,C,O,F B) Na,C,F,o C) F,o,c,Na
D) C,(),F, Na E) Na,O,C,F

3) Which of the following types of radiation has the highest energy?

A) infrared X-ray C) visible

D) microwaves E) radio waves F) ultraviolet

4) In the photoelectric effect, increasing the intensity of the light will:

A) cause the electrons to be emitted with higher kinetic energy if the frequency is sufficiently high.® cause more electrons to be emitted from the metal if the frequency is sufficiently high.
C) ensure that electrons will be emitted from all metals.
D) have no effect on the experiment.
E) both a and b

5) Which plot corresponds to ‘P of 1-D particle in a box for n = 3?
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6) According to the Bohr model of the atom, which state is the most weakly bound (highest in energy)‘?

A) n = 2 electron in He+

n = 3 electron in H

C) n = l electron in He+

D) n = 3 electron in Liz*

E) n = 2 electron in H

7) A full quantum calculation of electronic structure indicates that the dipole moment of PH3 is zero. Which
statement(s) best explains this result?

A) PH3 violates the octet rule and does not exist.
@The electronegativities of P and H are very close in value; therefore, no bond dipoles exist.

C) PH3 is a tri gonal planar structure and the bond dipoles cancel.
D) B and C only
E) A, B, and C

8) The uncertainty in the velocity of an electron is 1 >< 105 m s`1. What is the minimum uncertainty in its
position?

 5.79 >< 1040 m

B) 2.31 >< 1o~“’m

C) 5.79 >< 10-Sm
D) 2.31 >< 1o'9m
E) 1.08 >< 10-1° m

B
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Short Answer Question #1 [35 points total]

a) Anthracite coal can be represented by C92H4O3S. Balance the following reaction. [10 points]

Z |>+S~ pf-f ___1______C92H4O3S + _fl_f__io2 ___> ___f_ll_co2 + ___;____H2O + __]_so2
C05-gg Q() 2_ I  Ll Ll Z

b) What mass of carbon dioxide is produced by the combustion of 1.00 kg of coal? [10 points]

/bo X/033 W; 5 <>\~;.M» Q02 ‘~\‘~l.0\fg 3 LH p CG
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L( +5 !2_pi'5 Lfpts.
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»

c) Draw the Lewis dot structure for S02 (include all resonance structures). Indicate the bond order of each
bond and the molecular shape of S02. [15 points]

P i ,W B., _F 2+ 2+ l>_ ' A‘,6,_g<f_Q 0 Bcm<>l\ <>c<Ae_f-» (--E-'- _ \»<> ice t><>+\\ 50 JS
., T

 ,Y .. Sleric, number' Z 3 __ +(Hfl6“°" P]°`“C‘( <CA'S+0(¥e£)\)
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d0‘=‘~S*=-Q KQ, ,QO
x. ,-J

3?‘\"S. €.0\c,L\6‘\‘¢'\»~C,i’\~rc, (A  
3p*l`S_ (.o¢~r¢_c,’\‘ Soni o(J\u` '€<><` 5+f"\C/l'“"€f

3p+5, Co¢‘r¢¢,~l- <3¢c>me,i”r~3 name *l;<>f~Si‘¢\~¢+~»f<.
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Short Answer Question #2 [25 points total]

a) Explain how you would calculate the bond energy of diatomic KF, i.e., the energy required to convert
KF to K (g) + F (g), given the ionization potential of K, electron affinity of F, and K-F bond length.
You do not need to obtain a numerical value, but give the equations you would solve, with all
parameters and units specified. You may include a diagram to support your argument. [15 points]

/xl
E

_, A 5 fgl  g aa;   c  <19 E/-\ P S

pil >( E0\_l_Ov_h5 10
E 2-

»°°<»‘ E = ~-Q-1-Q13-i; -of_f_‘f:2_§;‘.%.l_ ~.ff---- 5P+$_  £0 (_ L_(.n,£O  __  £0 (K F

'L
= ‘F _E Z ___€:.___..-_ ..._j_pK,_§_EAF 5`P‘l‘s.

MWC * "'C.(>\»v.\ ‘mms  £0 VK;EB X

Qmm
Ve.

b) Which requires more energy - breaking a Ca() (S) crystal into ions or breaking up a KF (s) crystal into
ions? Rationalize your answer. [10 points]

éao <'f’»°zm<»e5 more, e_r\€-#iid l’¢caMse 'Phe m'i'¢r¢~c;l`f<>f\ (°d"""%’\ 6* 2+ GMO( Z
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